Introduction
Robotic manipulator is a high nonlinear system, which desires robust stability and trajectory tracking performance in the existence of uncertainties and external disturbances. These unknown uncertainties increase the difficulty to obtain good tracking performance for applied control methods [9] . Moreover, another problem arises when malfunction occurs at the joint actuators. In that case, Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) is used to compensate controller failures for handling the system properly. The control failure is inevitable in the practical situations. Thus, the controlled system cannot work accurately if the controller is not capable to tolerate the faults. Therefore, an increasing interest has been perceived in designing FTC methods, which have been extensively considered and employed in a variety of areas [6] . Basically, the key point behind FTC is that the control system should be reliable to ensure the desired performance and asymptotical stability in the presence of actuator failures [5] .
The Sliding Mode Control (SMC) which belongs to the class of a nonlinear controller has the capability to deal efficiently nonlinear systems with uncertainties, bounded external load disturbances, and small sensitivity to the time varying parameters. For finite-time stability, Terminal SMC (TSM) has been designed in [25] , which gives fast response, better accuracy and high robustness but faces slow convergence and singularity problem. To achieve quick convergence and remove singularity, Nonsingular TSM (NTSM) and Non-singular Fast TSM (NFTSM) have been proposed to overcome these problems [4, 23] . Furthermore, recent SMC methods integrated with notable control techniques have been proposed such as Adaptive SMC for uncertain interval type-2 Fuzzy systems with actuator saturation [12] , output-feedback based Adaptive SMC for uncertain nonlinear Fuzzy systems [13] , and model-free scheme using TSM to control attitude and position of uncertain quadrotor in the presence of external disturbances [20] . For robotic applications, there are few FTC methods that have been proposed, concern with the finite-time convergence. In [19] , Non-Singular Fast Terminal Sliding Mode Control (NFTSMC) has been used to obtain rapid convergence and improvement in chattering and singularity problem, while time delay estimation (TDE) based FTC has been utilized for estimation of uncertainties and actuator faults. Since, the TDE is developed by inserting the delay in control method, which may deteriorate the performance of the system. To avoid the delay in the system, adaptive technique is preferred to compensate the uncertainties and faults. Adaptive control has exceptional capabilities to accommodate system uncertainties, external disturbances and component failures [18] . In fact, various adaptive schemes have been proposed to design FTC for a number of robotic applications to compensate actuator faults [10, 17] . Moreover, with NFTSMC scheme, adaptive control has been proposed for spacecraft attitude tracking in the presence of actuator faults, actuator saturations, disturbances and inertia uncertainties [7] .
Fractional-order (FO) controller is extensively used to enhance the trajectory tracking and to guarantee the better control performance for both integer-order (IO) and FO systems [8] . FO controller with TSM and NTSM has been exploited in [3, 22] , respectively. Moreover, model-free technique using Continuous Fractional-order Nonsingular Terminal Sliding Mode Control (CFONTSM) based on TDE has been proposed for practical tracking of robotic manipulators [21] . In [15] , a remarkable technique named Adaptive Fractional-order Non-singular Fast Terminal Sliding Mode Control (AFONTSM) is proposed for tracking of robotic manipulator. Non-singular fast TSM is considered for fast convergence and singularity problem, while adaptive control approach is designed for estimation of disturbance and uncertainties, and FO is used to obtain good tracking performance of the system. Thus, in this paper, we are focused upon investigating the Fractional-order Non-singular Fast Terminal SMC (FONFTSM) based FTC (FONFTSM-FTC) for uncertain robotic manipulators subject to the actuator failures. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows: 1) Sliding surface based on the properties of Fractional-order and Non-singular Fast Terminal SMC is developed, which gives rapid tracking performance, fast time convergence and mitigates the chattering problem in the control torque inputs of robotic manipulators. 2) FONFTSM-FTC is proposed using Adaptive technique; in which unknown uncertainties, external load disturbance and actuator faults are compensated to make the system reliable. 3) The system asymptotical stability is analyzed by Lyapunov theorem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section-2 presents definition and lemmas about Fractional-order calculus. Section-3 describes the system modeling and problem formulations. Details of the control design and stability of the closed-loop system using Lyapunov analysis are presented in Section-4 and Section-5, respectively. Then in Section-6, comparative simulation results are provided to validate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In the end, Section-7 concludes this paper.
Notations:
The following notations in this work will be used such as  ,  and ( ) sgn x denote Euclidean norm, absolute value and
, in which min λ and max λ illustrate the minimum and the maximum eigenvalues of matrix M. The superscript T represents the transpose. The asterisk * sign will be used as element-wise multiplication between two vectors.
Preliminaries
Definition [11] : The Riemann-Liouville fractional integral and derivative of th α -order with respect to t and terminal value a are defined as follow: 
Lemma 1 [14] : To let the non-autonomous FO system have an equilibrium point at 0
Let there exists a continuously differentiable and Lipschitz with respect to x Lyapunov function ( , ) V t x such that 1 2 3 ( , )
Then the equilibrium point of (3) is asymptotically stable.
Lemma 2 [24] : For finite-time stability, Lyapunov function ( ) V x with initial value 0 V is given as
where 1 2 , 0 0 1 and σ σ ψ > < < , and the settling time denoting by s T can be computed as follows:
Dynamics of Robotic Manipulators and Problem Statement
The dynamic equation of the robotic manipulator can be defined as follows [19] ( )
where , and n q∈   are joint's position, velocity and acceleration respectively. Moreover, the time profile of the above faults ( ) η ⋅ is defined as follows:
where i η denotes the th i state equation affecting by the fault, and its corresponding fault model of time profile is given as follows:
where 0 i ς > is the evolution rate of the unknown fault. When the value of i ς is small, the fault is called an incipient fault. As i ς → ∞ , i η develops as a step function and the incipient fault becomes an abrupt fault. Dynamic equation (8) can be rewritten as
w h e r e For trajectory tracking, we can write (12) in the following form of tracking error
where 
Sliding Surface Design
To acquire benefits of TSM and FO control, and avoid the singularity problem, sliding surface has been designed in [15, 19] . Motivated by the aforementioned techniques, accurate and rapid control performance for an n-degree of freedom (n-DOF) manipulators in finite-time, the following referred FONFTSM surface can be selected as
where ( ) n S t ∈  is the sliding surface, α is FO between 0 1
positive constant diagonal matrices, while l and q are positive odd integers fulfilling the relation
To get the guarantee that sliding motion occurs, ( ) 0 S t =  should be satisfied. According to the property (2), the derivative of (14) can be computed as 
Since sliding manifold is developed, now FONFTSM-FTC control design will be considered for n-DOF manipulators to obtain robustness and reliability subject to unknown bounds of uncertainties and actuator faults. (16) and (17), respectively, by the following functions
where 0 β and 1 β are unknown constants of uncertainties upper bound, and χ β is unknown constant denoting the upper bound of faults.
FONFTSM-FTC Control Design
The FONFTSM-FTC control law for robotic manipulator in presence of uncertainties, external load disturbance and actuator faults can be defined as follows:
where ( ) nom t τ is the torque used to control nominal part and ( ) f t τ is the control input utilized to compensate unknown uncertainties and actuator faults in the system. Their corresponding definitions are derived as follows: 
where Since (21) and (22) are designed to estimate the upper bounds of the uncertainties and the unknown external load disturbance as well, one more adaptation law is designed for FTC to estimate the bound of partial and time-varying actuator faults. The updating law can be chosen as follows:
where χ Γ is the positive adaptation gain, and ˆχ β is the estimate of unknown constant χ β under bounded condition of fault vector (17) . Hence, the FONFTSM-FTC scheme formulates the trajectory tracking performance of the robotic manipulators with uncertainties and actuator faults.
Remark 1:
The proposed approach with the sliding manifold (14) , and the control input law 
FONFTSM-FTC Stability Analysis
In this section, the stability analysis of the system (13) is established by applying the Lyapunov stability theorem. The proposed approach guarantees the system is asymptotically stable under uncertainties, external disturbances and actuator faults.
Theorem: Considering the defined robotic manipulator (12) which has existing uncertainties, external load disturbance, and actuator faults, with the designed sliding mode surface (14) and control law (18) , the system trajectory of robotic manipulator converges in finite-time with the adaptive laws (21) (22) (23) and Assumption (16) (17) .
Proof:
The Lyapunov function is proposed to select as follows: 
To clarify the solution of (25), ( ) S t  can be written in the simplified form by substituting (13) into (15), one has which can simplify as follows: 
M q KS t S M q Ksgn S S M q k q t q t k l q M q q t q t M q q S t M q q S t f q q q q q q q k q t
0 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )
S t KS t S Ksgn S S q S t q S t q q q q

V t S t KS t S Ksgn S S q S t q S t q q q q
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) T T T T T T
V t S t KS t S S t KsgnS t S S t q S t S t q S t S t q q S t q q S t S t q S t q S t
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( , ,) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
V t K S t S t K S t S t q S t q S t q q S t q q S t S t S t q S t q S t
Then according to Assumption (16) (17) , the above equation (31) can be simplified as follows
As we know 0 K > , then the trajectory tracking error system (13) of robotic manipulator is asymptotically stable. Thus the stability proof is analyzed completely. Now, if we want to calculate its stability settling time, the above equation (32) can be rewritten as
V t S t KS t S t S t KsgnS t S t S t K S t S t S t K
in which min ( ) K λ denotes the minimum eigenvalue of K.
Therefore, according to Lemma 2, the referred settling time can be computed as follows:
Hence, the error will converge to zero in a finitetime and the trajectory will maintain converging to the FONFTSM surface when min ( ) 0 K λ > .
Remark 2:
From (18) and (35), one can observe that the K is proportional to the control input τ and inversely proportional to the settling time s T . So, the suitable value of K should be selected to obtain stable closed-loop system and finite settling time.
Numerical Simulation Results
In this section, to validate the proposed FONFTSM-FTC method, an uncertain 3-DOF robotic manipulator with unknown external load disturbance and its desired trajectories are discussed firstly. Secondly, an appropriate value of FO is selected by trail-and-error method for the developed FONFTSM-FTC without the actuator faults. Then, compared simulations on 2-DOF robotic manipulator without actuator faults are realized with a AFONTSM [15] . Finally, to validate the proposed method in the presence of actuator faults, compared simulations is implemented with a NFTSMC based active FTC (NFTSMC-FTC) [19] .
3-DOF Robotic Manipulator
The referred 3-DOF robotic manipulator is three joints of PUMA 560 robot which is illustrated in [1] . Their initial joint positions are chosen as 1 2 3 (0) (0) (0) / 16π = = = − and their corresponding desired trajectory tracking references, uncertainties and external load disturbances are selected respectively as follows:
FONFTSM-FTC performance under different values of α without actuator faults
In order to find a suitable FO value, the parameters of developed FONFTSM-FTC are selected as follows: for sliding surface (14) In this subsection, a 2-DOF robotic manipulator model has been used with uncertainties and external disturbances. In order to demonstrate the performance of FONFTSM-FTC, one realizes the comparison with the AFONTSM developed in [15] . Their model parameters, desired trajectories and uncertainties are chosen as same as described in [15] . Moreover, the other parameters of FONFTSM-FTC are selected as 1.05 ϕ = and / 1.01 l q = . Thus, their corresponding simulation results are presented in Figures 5-6 , which illustrate respectively the performances of position tracking and tracking errors.
From these results, one can realize that the proposed FONFTSM has better performances than the compared AFONTSM in terms of fast tracking performance and small tracking errors. 
Comparison between FONFTSM-FTC and NFTSMC-FTC with actuator faults
Once selecting the best value of 0.1 α = for FONFTSM-FTC, then the considered fault vector is chosen as: ϑτ are applied respectively at joint 2 at 10 sec, and at joint 3 with 75% partial loss at 20 sec. Moreover, to demonstrate the proposed FONFTSM-FTC performance, one compares it with NFTSMC-FTC [19] . And their corresponding results are illustrated in Figures 7-9 , which depicts the joint's From these results, one can notice that the proposed FONFTSM-FTC has better performances in terms of fast response speed, smaller tracking error and better compensation performance to actuator faults.
Conclusion
A FONFTSM-FTC is developed for trajectory tracking of a robotic manipulator in presence of uncertainties, unknown external load disturbance and actuator faults. Tracking performance and fast finite-time convergence are achieved by FONFTSM, while FONFTSM-FTC is developed using Adaptive technique integrated with FONFTSM to compensate the uncertainties, unknown external load disturbance, and actuator faults. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed FONFTSM-FTC, compared simulation results are realized with AFONTSM on 2-DOF without actuator faults, and with NFTSMC-FTC on 3-DOF manipulator under actuator faults, and their corresponding results show that the proposed method has better performance under uncertainties, unknown external load disturbance and actuator faults.
